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MOUNTING SYSTEMS
Reliable solar modules support

Mounting systems, as solar modules supporting equipment, represent an important part of the
final solar solution. Integrated, they constitute a reliable product for long-term use. Sunceco offers
wide range of high-quality mounting systems patented for all common photovoltaic systems and
commercial application on the ground and on different types of roofs.
Beside the standard solutions, customized solutions for specific requirements could be designed
for any type of installation. Durable materials guarantee long service life while the innovative technology and simplified parts ensure easy and quick installation.
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GROUND SYSTEMS

SOLAR CARPORT MOUNT
Solar carport mounting system offers simplified and economic solution providing shade for
parking and solar power generation. It is designed with different options for both single and double
rows of parking, tailored for most module types, orientations, and inclinations. Various foundation
options include precast concrete, bored pier and ground screw. Long spans between foundations
reduce cost and simplify the installation process. Solar carport effectively uses existing parking
space, streamlined design making it ideal choice to present environmental friendly image or work
as electrical vehicle charging station.

Technical data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application: Open terrain
Elevation angle: Below 30° recommended
Distance between footings: 5000 mm above
Snow load: Up to 150 cm
Wind speed: Up to 60 m/s
PV module: Framed, unframed
Module orientation: Landscape, portrait
Material: Anodized aluminum 6005 T6 stainless
steel 304, 410
• Warranty: 12 years

www.g-solar.eu
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GROUND SYSTEMS

GTS GROUND MOUNT
The GTS ground mounting system is a cost performance optimized design; the supporting
footing is delivered with highest pre-assembly to unfold at site. The optimized design is carried
out by experienced engineers, this is important as high loads caused by wind and snow. It can use
ground screw or concrete foundations, and its variable inclination and height makes plant design
flexible. Made of aluminum, the system is extremely low-maintenance during its entire life span
and fully recyclable, aesthetically pleasing, ideal for quick installation.

Technical data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application: Open terrain
Elevation angle: Up to 60°
Distance between footings: Depending on load condition
Snow load: Up to 50 cm
Wind speed: Up to 60m/s
PV module: Framed, unframed
Module orientation: Landscape, portrait
Material: Anodized aluminum 6005 T6 stainless steel
304, Hot-dipped galvanized steel Q235B
• Warranty: 12 years
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GROUND SYSTEMS

DE PILE GROUND MOUNT
The DE pile ground mounting system is a very economical solution for large commercial and utility
scale installations, especially on uneven terrain. The use of ramming posts eliminate the need for
additional excavation works, and pile-driven machine reduce labor and time remarkably on site,
piling finishes in less than 3 minutes, which means high cost saving for large projects. Single
post system allows easy maintenance around and under the modules. Double post is optional for
larger span and bigger array.

Technical data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application: Open terrain
Elevation angle: Up to 60°
Foundation: Pile in or pre-cast, bored pier
Snow load: Up to 150 cm
Wind speed: Up to 88 m/s
PV module: Framed, unframed
Module orientation: Landscape, portrait
Material: Anodized aluminum 6005 T6 stainless
steel 304, 410; Hot dipped galvanize steel Q235B
• Warranty: 12 years

www.g-solar.eu
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GROUND SYSTEMS

POLE GROUND MOUNT
The pole mount is a very sturdy solution for small area solar photovoltaic needs. With its 15-45°
angle settings, it can support installations in a wide range of locations. The small on-grid or
off-grid power station can be arranged in garden, farmland, mountain, or beside water pump,
telecom tower or the outdoor electrical house. The structure is available for manually adjusted
angle according to the season changing.

Technical data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application: Open terrain
Adjustable angle: 15°- 45°
Size of module array: 6 panels, 8 panels
Snow load: Up to 100 cm
Wind speed: Up to 88 m/s
PV module: Framed, unframed
Module orientation: Landscape, portrait
Material: Anodized aluminum 6005 T6 stainless
steel 304, Hot-dipped galvanized steel Q235B
• Warranty: 12 years
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GROUND SYSTEMS

AGRICULTURE GREENHOUSE
The solar greenhouse provides the perfect combination for both electricity generation and cultivation. Farmers can fully exploit the sun energy for daily basic activities like irrigation, heating
and lighting. The excess electricity can be sold to the grid for revenue. Excellent anti-corrosive
performance through the time. 32% shading rate is recommended for a farmland space to reach
adequate growth of crops.

Technical data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application: Farmland
Size of module array: Any layout up to site condition
Clearance: Up to request
Snow load: Up to 150 cm
Wind speed: Up to 88 m/s
PV module: Framed, unframed
Module orientation: Landscape, portrait
Material: Anodized aluminum 6005 T6 stainless
steel 304, 410; Hot-dipped galvanized steel Q235B
• Warranty: 12 years

www.g-solar.eu
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ROOF SYSTEMS

METAL ROOF MOUNT
The metal roof mounting system is suitable for roofing with corrugated sheet metal, trapezoidal
metal sheet. L Feet, hanger bolt are available for foot options, making installation faster, competitive and reliable. Systems are fully compliant with international standards on wind & snow load,
making it suitable for a wide variety of climatic zones.

Technical data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application: Open terrain
Adjustable angle: 15°- 45°
Size of module array: 6 panels, 8 panels
Snow load: Up to 100 cm
Wind speed: Up to 88 m/s
PV module: Framed, unframed
Module orientation: Landscape, portrait
Material: Anodized aluminum 6005 T6 stainless
steel 304, Hot-dipped galvanized steel Q235B
• Warranty: 12 years
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ROOF SYSTEMS

STANDING SEAM MOUNT
The standing seam roof clamps make mounting on folded seam roof particularly easy. The clamps
are simply attached to the standing seams. It offers a secure fastening without penetrating the
roof sheets, ensuring maximum stability with minimum weight. The variety of system combinations like L-foot, fixed foot or PV module clamp directly, allows it to be connected quickly to all rail
components.

Technical data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application: Pitched roof
Roof slope: Up to 45°
Minimum sheet thickness: 0.42 mm
Building height: Up to 20 m
Wind speed: Up to 88 m/s
PV module: Framed, unframed
Module orientation: Landscape, portrait
Material: Anodized aluminum 6005 T5 stainless
steel 304
• Warranty: 12 years

www.g-solar.eu
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ROOF SYSTEMS

RAILLESS METAL SHEET MOUNT
The railless system facilitates the rapid mounting of framed PV modules on trapezoidal metal
sheet roofs with minimum thickness 0.8 mm. Only three components are required to install the
modules directly to the roof. A base mounting clip is 100 mm or 140 mm long, therefore easy to
carry and attach to almost all trapezoidal and sandwich roofs. The EPDM sheet is in the package
to seal the screw against the metal sheet. Railless mounting system allows easy logistics, cost-effective warehousing and easy mounting.

Technical data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application: Pitched roof
Roof: Trapezoidal sheet, sandwich roofing, standing seam
Roof slope: Up to 12°
Building height: Up to 20 m
Wind speed: Up to 60 m/s
PV module: Framed
Module orientation: Landscape, portrait
Material: Anodized aluminum 6005 T5 stainless
steel 304, 410
• Warranty: 12 years
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ROOF SYSTEMS

TILE ROOF MOUNT
The tile roof mounting system offers perfect solution for installation on tile roofing. The roof
fastening is done using highly-resistant stainless steel roof hooks, which is suitable for nearly all
coverings, such as pantile, plain tiles, slate tiles etc. Systems are fully compliant with international
standards on wind & snow load, making it suitable for a wide variety of climatic zones.

Technical data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application: Pitched roof
Roof slope: Up to 45°
Building height: Up to 20 m
Roof cladding: Suitable for most types of cladding
Wind speed: Up to 88 m/s
PV module: Framed, unframed
Module orientation: Landscape, portrait
Material: Anodized aluminum 6005 T5 stainless
steel 304
• Warranty: 12 years

www.g-solar.eu
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ROOF SYSTEMS

TRIANGLE ROOF MOUNT
Delta triangle mounting bracket is a newly developed product for flat rooftop installation more
cost-effective than the traditional ballast mount. It can be installed on roof clamp or penetrate
into concrete, or using concrete as ballast. Fold design allows easy transportation, cost-effective
warehousing and easy mounting.

Technical data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application: Flat roof, open terrain
Tilt angle: 10°, 15°, 20°, 30°
Building height: Up to 20 m
Snow load: Up to 99 cm
Wind speed: Up to 60 m/s
PV module: Framed, unframed
Module orientation: Landscape, portrait
Material: Anodized aluminum 6005 T5 stainless
steel 304, 410
• Warranty: 12 years
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ROOF SYSTEMS

RAILLESS BALLASTED MOUNT
The railless ballasted roof mounting system is suitable for commercial flat rooftops, a south-oriented racking solution, for mounting framed modules on flat roofs with 5° to 10° mounting tilts.
Variable ballasted weight allows local wind rating requirements to be met on an individual basis.
Eliminating rails equate to just a few boxes per system, without the inconvenience of long, cumbersome rails. The simple and straightforward installation process of the system can save time and
reduce the labor cost.

Technical data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application: Flat roof, open terrain
Tilt angle: 5°, 10°
Inter-row spacing: 400 mm recommended
Building height: Up to 24 m
Wind speed: Up to 60 m/s
PV module: Framed, unframed
Module orientation: Landscape recommended
Material: Anodized aluminum 6005 T5 stainless
steel 304, 410
• Warranty: 12 years

www.g-solar.eu
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ROOF SYSTEMS

ADJUSTABLE TILT MOUNT
The adjustable tilt roof mounting system will easily fit different flat roof or open terrain applications, due to its variable tilt angle and footing options for both roof clamp and roof penetration.
The system can be used as fixed tilt or adjustable tilt, allows project-specific adjustments and
solar power output optimization. The innovative design and high pre-assembly eliminate the need
for on-site cutting, welding and enable quick and easy PV module installation.

Technical data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application: Flat roof
Tilt angle: Fixed, 10-15°, 15-30°, 30-60°
Roof slope: Up to 45°
Building height: Up to 20 m
Wind speed: Up to 88 m/s
PV module: Framed
Module orientation: Landscape, portrait
Material: Anodized aluminum 6005 T5 stainless
steel 304, 410
• Warranty: 12 years
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